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Abstract. The notion of EOL forms was introduced by Maurer, Salomaa and Wood recwtly. The 
study of complete EOL form is of particular interest since it suggests to attempt a systematic 
classification of all possible short normal forms for EOL systems. In this paper WI: invest;g: _ 
under which conditions an EOL form with a single nonterminal S and a single terminal a with the 
length of the iig?nt side of each production one or two is complete. We can summarize the main 
results in this paper as follows. 
(1) We present a complete analysis of the case when both produc:ions a + S and S -+ S occur. 
(2) We: show that each complete form must contain at least one of a + S, S + S. 
(3) We are not able to give a complete analysis if exactly one of a + S, S + S cccurs but we 
show that in both cases complete forms with o! ly four productions exist. 
0. Introduction 
Tfie imqestigation of the generative .>ower of a language-generating device usu- 
ally includes the study of normal forms. 4 normal form theorem says that any 
member of a given family of languages can already be generated by a device with 
some special properties. Thu s, corma! lGi=S estabiish subclasses of systems which 
are as powerful as the whole formalism. Furthermore, normal forms often simplify 
the proofs of other theorems. Several normal forms for EOL systems are widely 
known such as synchronized EOL systems. But it is for example not known in which 
way the Chomsky normal form for context-free grammars carries over to EOL 
systems. It is thus clear that we are far from having a complete knowiedge of ail 
possible normal forms for EOL systems, i.e. we do not know which restrictions 
imposed to EOL systems do not restrict their generative capacity. Of course, such a 
question requires a more precise definition of the notion of “normal form”. In 
particular, theorems of the kind that some specific subclasses of EOL systems are 
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not normal forms for EOL systems require an exact idea of the notion of normal 
form of an EOL system. Such a precise notion can be obtained by using the concept of 
an EOL form and its interpretation as introduced in [2]. Each EOL form F defines a 
class of EOL languages 2(F): An EOL language L, belong2 to 5?(F) if it can be 
generated by an EOL system F’ which is an interpretation of Fe An EOL form F is 
called corn#He, if 2Z’(F)=2 EOL, i.e. iti: generates all EOL languages. Thus each 
complete EOL form may be considered. as a %aster EOL system”, hence as a 
normal form for the class of EOL syste:rns generating 9~0~. 
In [2f some necessary and some r&I%ent conditions on EOL forms to be 
complete are stated and some examples of complete and incomplete EOL forms are 
presented. I-Iowever, a full classification of all EOL forms into complete and 
incomplete ones has been left open. Even the simplest. case involving only E?‘, 
forms with one variable, one terminal and short productions turns out to be quite 
complex. 
fn this paper we make a major step towards a classification of complete, short 
two-symbol EOL forms and thus towards a classification of all possible short normal 
forms for EOL systems. 
An EOL form is just an EOt system F = (V, Z9 P, S) where V is a finite set of 
symbols, C E V is the set of terminals, V -2 is the set of mmterminals, S E V -2 is 
the start-symbol and P is a finite set of productions. Each production p E P is a pair 
p = (ar, x) where CY e ir and x E V* it is usually written as cx +x. It is assumed that 
for each a! E V P contains at least one production with a left side cy. F is called 
propagathg if the right-hand side of each production a! + x in P is different from 
the empty word g’. 
It is well-known that each EOL language not containing the empty word can be 
generated by a propagating EOL system. Thus, it seems to us acceptable to restrict 
the investigations in this paper to propagating EOL systems throughout. 
The relations --*. and $ are defined in the usual way (see e.g. [3]). We assume 
each E,OL system to be reduced, i.e. for each cy f V there exist words x, y, z c V* 
suchthatS$~~y$z,zEZ*. 
An EOL system F’= (v’, C’, P’, S’) is called an interpretation of an EOL form 
F = ( V, X9 P, S) mod CL, in symbols F’ Q F &) (or F’ QF if p is understood), if p is a 
finite ;al.:.bstitution on V and (i)-(v) hold: 
(ij &A)c V-25’ for each A E V-C; 
(ii) ,&a& C’ for each a EC; 
(iii) ~(63)n&)=Oforalla,PE V,a!#fl; 
(b) .~‘E~(R)=Ca’-*x’:a-,wEP,eu’E~(cr),X’E~(X)); 
W :!Y E /L(S). 
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%(F) = (F’: F’a F) is the family of EOE forms generated ~J.J F, and Y(F) = 
(L(F’): F’aF) is the family of languages g;wrated by F. An FOP form F = 
(V, C, P, S) is called 
looping, if a! $ cy holds for some LY E V; 
expansive, if LY $ xcuyaz holds for some cy E V and some x, y, z E V*; 
synchronized, if a E C and a $ x imply x & .X*; 
shell t, if Q + x E P implies 1x1 s 2. 
i\n EOL form F is called complete, if .9(F) = P&_, where Z&_ denotes the family 
of all EOL languages. If F is not complete it is called incomplete. 
A basic technique to show an EOL form F to be complete is to use it to 
nt-simulate an other EOL form G already known to be complete. 
A derivation x0 =$ xl in F is called a nonterminal deriz)ation of length !, written 
1 
x0 3 XI, if for any sequence of words xi, . . . 9 xi-1 SO that xi z ,z,+ 1 for i = 
0 , * l l , I - 1, and for every derivation 
XiyiZi ccntains at least one nonterminal for i = I, . . . ,I - 1. An EOL form F = 
v, 2, pi, ??) nt-simulates an EOL form F = (V, Z’, P, S) if for some integer 12 1 and 
each a-,xEPwe have Ly & x. 
The assumption x0 =& xl implies that no deirivation in FS % yOxozo j ylxlzl 
generates a terminal word at an intermediate derivation step between yoxoz~~ and 
YlxJzf. 
Paopositkn 1.1. If an EOL form F nt-simulates a coc$ete EOL form F, then F is 
complete. 
Pro& If F nt-simulates F then [2, Lemma 3.31 states that Y(F)E L?(F). WP ?x%_?~ 
sketch the main idea of the proof and refer to [2] for the details: By the assumption 
(that ,T nt-simulates F) there is an integer 1 such that each production of F can be 
simulated by,an Z-step derivation in E ?‘hr, ’ ; carries over to interpretations of F and 
F, respectively: If F’-=r F(F), F’ = (V’, C’, P’, S’), then we rzn define an inter- 
pretation F’ (1 P(b) such that cy ‘+xx’EPifandonlyif *~~~n’anda’E~(n)holds. 
I-Ience, each derivation step of F’ can be simulated by 1 derivation steps in F’. 
The nt-condition assures that no additional terminal words (not belonging to L(F’)) 
can be generated at intermediate derivation steps of !T’. Thus E(F’) = h,(F’) (?olds, 
which implies %‘(F)cI: 5?(F) since F’, F’ < F, was arbiti-arli. Ther~fc~~ c .Y’(F ) = 7 F OI 
plies Z(F) = 5?noL, i.e. the completeness if F. ti 
In this paper we will. restrict our attent&% 1~ /@$v j$k q&rS Q’ r%ia interest 
aS far as classifying normal forms are con pz%PSgatink BOL forms with 
one terminal symbol a, one nonterminal 4 p%d@Ctbns whose right- 
hand sides are of length at most 2. Note th dZ&t+nt I3roductions and 
hence 212 =4096 different EOL form igt@st . Since we are 
considering only propagating EOL forms & s Cal and total 
alphabet V = {S, a), [2, Theorem 5.1) yi 
In (2] among others the following four ~cAQ[~~~ %k fg $& sse listed. (Clearly, it 
su@ces in each case to specify the set of p&&@&)+ 
Fk S-,a* S-,S, S+SS, a +S; 
F2: S-,a,S+S* S+Sa,a+S; 
F3: S-+a,S-,S,S+aS,a+S; 
F4: ha, S+S, S-*SS, a+SS. 
Note that ali these examples contain the pr&~~@ P 9$, i’jvvever, it is shown in 
[l] that there are compkte ff~ams without F&~~Q&& $& Q-J~ Ihe other hafad we 
will show that any form containing neither $‘G 5 b $8 1 ry$ ~~tg,t be incomplete (see 
Section 3). 
2. Reduction of cases 
Let F = ({S, a ), (a), P v (5 -p a ), S) be an &JL i(YV vie s&gt ptoductions. We 
distinguish four cases according to what D -&J+,( /GQu R} is, 
Case 1. D=(S+S,a+Sj. 
This case is settled by the following sheorem 
. Assume first that P n (S + aS, S + SQ, Q % ,@hf& 
includes alt the productions of Fl, O+ o:,f /% 
complete. 
bn the production set 
P;3 add, hence, F is 
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Assume on the other hand that P does not contain any of the producttons S --f a,$, 
S + §a, S + S, and that F is complete. By Proposit ion 1.2 F must be expansive. 
Hence, it must contain at least one of the productions S + aa, a + aa, a + a,% 
a + Sa, a -+ SS. Therefore each infinite language in HF) contains a word of length 
1 or of length 2, thus L. = (a” : n 2 3}&Z’(F) and F is incomplete--a contradic- 
tion. Cl 
Gx? 2. D=(S+S}, i.e. S-+SEP but T 4U? 
This case will be split into several subcases. With the exception of one major 
subcase we can answer the question whether XI EOL form F of above type is 
complete or incomplete. We start with two lemmas. 
Lemana 2.2. An EOL form F - ((S, a ), (a ), P, S), such that S + a, S 3 S, S + SS E 1’” 
buia~S~P,iscsmpleteiffPn(a-,aS,a~Sa,a-,SS’r#8. 
Prssf. The “only if” part follows immediately from proposition 1.2 condition (2). If 
P contains the production a + SS, then F is complete, since IFS ;\roduction set 
includes the production set of F4. Therefore, it suffices to show that an !?OL form F 
wit:h the productions S + a, S + S, S + SS and at least one of the productions a --) Sa 
or 0 + US is complete. 
This i-3 easily obtained from the fact shown in [2] that F5 = ({S, N, a), {a), PS, S) 
with PS = (S 3 a, S + S, S + SS, a + ZV, N + Iv’} is complete. 
Ckarly, we can always use a -+ Na, N -j NN (or a + aN, N + NN) as “block- 
ing’ productions instead of u + N, N + N. II 
Lemma 2.3. For each EOL language L (not containing the empty word) there exist< 
att EOL syskm G = (V, 2, P, S) with L = L(G) such rhat 
(i) G 6s synchronized; 
(ii) A-+xEPandxE(V-Z)+ imply Ix[E{I, 3); 
(iii) A -+x E P and x EC* imply 1x1 c (1,2j. 
Proof. We may assume that L = L(C?) with c = (v, 2, p, S) such th,<t v--S 
contains a I,ullterrninal N for which N + N is the onPy production, terminals OCCUI 
only in productions of the form a -+ N and A + a, where a is a terminal and .A a 
nonterminal symbol, and for each production A + x, 0 < 1x1 s 2. 
Let V= Pu(i_4, I?]: A, 3 E p -.E} and define P as follows: P is the smallest set 
of pro&&ions such that for all A, B, C’, _D E v - 2 it contains 
[A, B] + CDJ5 if AB + CDE; 
[A,B]+[C,D]EF if AB$DEF; 
-A+a if A+ad,ad; 
[A,B]+ab if A+a, B-cbd; 
a+N if a+Nd,ad. 
Roughly speaking, the derivation trees of CS are obtained from the derivation +*ees 
of d by compressing two adjacent nonterminals on the same level into one, if 
necessary. A possible pair of corresponding derivation trees of G and G is shown in 
Fig. 1. It should be clear that e(G) = L(G) and G has the desired properties. ‘d 
s 
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Fig. 1. 
By Lemma 2.3 one easily obtains that 
F6: S + S, S + SSS, S + a9 S + aa, Q + blocking, 
where blocking E(S, a)*S{S, a}*, is complete. 
mma 2.4. An EOL form F = ({S, a ), (a} , P, S) such that S-w, S+SE P but 
S + SS, a + Q, a + S& P is complete iffPcont&ns both productions a + SS, S + aa and 
at least one 0fS + as, S + Sa. 
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Proof. The “if” part follows immediately from the fact that each production of F6 
can be derived by a two-step nonterminal derivation in F. 
For the proof of the “only if” part assume first that J$ + a.!$, S -+ Sa} = k;(. Then 
S -+ SS, S + US, S + S& P which implies that every infinite language in Y(F) must 
contain a word of length one or two. Thus F is incomplete. 
If a -4% P, then we have S + SST a + S, a + a, a + SS& P, thus there is no 
nt-cktivation S & a3. This implies that k = (3 ‘) iif Z(F) and, hence, F is in- 
ntF 
complete. 
Finally, assume that S -+ aa G! P. Then we have S + SS, a + S, a + a, S --, aa g p 
which implies a* & L(F), thus t7 is incomplete by Proposition 1.2 condition (5). 0 
Recall that we consider in Case 2 EOL forms F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) where 
S+aEP,S+SEPbuta+S&P. 
Case2.1. S+aEP,S-+S~P,a--d6JP,S-,SS~P. 
Then by Lemma 2.2, F is complete ~ti Pn {a -+ aS, a -+ Sa, a -+ SSl f VI. 
Cast 2.2. S+ G E i’, S+St 3, a -*S&P, S +SSfi P. 
Case 2.2.1. S+a E P, S+SE P, a 4% P, S-+SS6?! P, a +aU. 
Then, by Lemma 2.4, F is complete iff P contains both productions a -+ S'S, S + aa 
and at least 3ne of S + aS, S + Sa. 
Case 2.2.2. S+aEP,S-+SEP,a+S&P,S-,SSiZP,a+aEP. 
Case 2.2.2.1. S+aEP, S+ScP, a+SkZP, S-4&?, a-+aEP, Pn(S+Sn, 
S-mS)=cn. 
Then F is iqcompiete. 
That follows from the fact that in this case P contains none of the ?:oductions 
S+ SS, S + S&L S + aS which immediately implies that each infinite language in 
L!?(F) maxit contain words of length 1 or 2. 
&se 3.2.2.2. S+acP, S+SEP, a-d&P. S-+SSiZ?? n-+aEF. Pn{S-+Sa, 
S+clS}f0. 
Case 2.2.2.2.1. S-,aEP,S-*SEP,a-*SrfP,S-,SS~P.a~aEP,~n(S-,Sc?, 
S+nS}f0, U-,SSEP. 
Then F is complete by the following observations: By the assumptions of this case 
the production set F contains S + a, S + S, a + a, a + SS and at least one of S -+ Sa 
and S+ cS. Then each production of F6 can be derive3 by a two-step nonterminal 
derivation in F. Yence, the completeness of F6 implies the compfetenzss of I? 
C46e 2.2.3.2.2. S+aEP, S+ScP, a+S# S-+SS~P, 6 +wEP, Pn(S-+Sca. 
S+fA}#$ a-*SS&P. 
W2 ax not able to answer the question whether F is complete or not. 
WC menticn that a solution of this case would settle more than one IWJ+ c’asrz 
amo lg others. It would also shed some light on the structcre of d~sriva~ ic:n tret~ 
which are necessary to generate all EOL languages. Remember ihat the ass~bmp- 
tiona of this case assure that the production set of F contains S + a, S -+ S, 0 + a anti 
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at least one of S + Su, S 9 as, but none of a + S, S + SS, a + SS. If it could be shown 
th.at an E0L form F not containing the productions a + S, S+ SS, a + SS is 
incomplete, this fact would imply that the result of [1] concerning chain free 
derivation tress of EOL systems cannot be strengthened in the following sense: 
According to [l] a derivation tree of an EOL system is called chain-free if it 
contains at least one path from the root to the grandfather of a leaf in which each 
node has more than one so. Call a derivation tree strict-chain-free if it is chain- 
free and furthermore very uode u with more than one son has at least one son 
which has also more than one son, except possibly the case that u is the grandfather 
of a leaf. 
I2oughly speaking in a strict-chain-iree derivation tree each branching node mrlst 
have at least one also branching son. In [ 1] it has been shown that each s-free EOI. 
language can be generated by a prDpabating EOL system with chain-free derivation 
trees. If this result can be strengthened such that each z-free EDL language can be 
generated by a propagating EOL system with strict-chain-free derivation trees, then 
it can be shown that the EOL form with productions S+ Q, S -) as, S + Sa, a -, a, 
a + as, a + Sa is complete. 
0n the other hand, the incompleteness of EOL forms not containing the pro- 
ductions S -+ SS, a -3, S, a + SS implies that there are EOL languages which cannot 
be generated by an EOL system with strict-chain-free derivation trees. 
Let us now return to the discussion of the remaining major cases: 
Case 3. D = 0. 
Then F is incomplete as it is shown in the next section. 
Case 4. D = (a -, S}. 
This case will be discussed in Section 4. 
3. Derivations without nonterminal chains 
Our major aim is to show that the EOL language k = {a “b na “b n : n 2 1) cannot be 
generated without using nonterminal chairs, i.e. A &A for at least one variable A. 
We start with :I modification of the “stretching lemma” of [l]. We call a.n EOL 
system G = (V, Z, P, S) fuU-stretching if 
(i) fpr each cu, /3 E V, each production cx -j #3 EP-c(S) XX), and each k 2 1, 
LY 2 p holds, 
(ii) for all cy, ‘3 C: V, cy # S, P II + !3 E ,p holds if a! =$ fi for so 
G 
E ystem G a full-stretching OL sys~crm G1 can be 
= I)., 
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roof. This is a slight generalization of the proof of the “stretching lemma” En [ 11: 
Let G = (V, C, P, S) be a (propagating) F.OL sys~m. For each CY, 0 E V we define a 
natural number ma,0 as follows: 
Case 1. cy $+. 
Thep ma,0 := min{k:a~p,kH}. 
Gase 2. There is no k * 1 such that cy 2 /3. 
Then YPZ~,B := 1. 
Define m to be the least common multiple oi aii numbers IB,.~, Q, p E V, and the 
number of elements of V. 
We now define 3 new EQL system G1 as the “m-times speed-up” of G as follows: 
G1=(Vw(S*),~,~*,&), Sl@ v, . 
~~:={*W+) 
Cle Ay, L(G&Z L(G). 
In order to show L(G)c L(G1) assume S 2 W, 1~ EC*. If r < m, then s1 -+ w E P, 
and hence w E L(G1). If r 3 m, then there are ro, ~1, 0 s r. < m, rl a ]I, such that 
r = r1 l m + ro. 
Therefox there are u,, . . . , ur,-l such that 
rl l m 
ro<E;z ir.lglies m~ro+m~2m-l and, hence, ~I-,u~EB~. 
Furthermore for each i, I s i < r~, Ui wk=$+ tit+1 holds. Therefore we have 
w :L.iCI). We show that G1 is full-stretc ing. Assume first that in --b /‘-I E 
PI - (yl) x 3). 
the 1. cy = SI. 
Then p&E andS&3, msjb2pyk--1, holds. 
ence, there are at heast wo occurrences of the sip e symbol y E C’ ill t 
obtain a G-derivation S $fl of length j + (k - I) l m for a.rbitrary k Z= 1. 
This imp&z SI + PI 
Case 2. cy #&. 
By using a similar argument we can show that cy + ,p c PI implies Q! ==$+ /3 for 
arbitrary k 2 1. 
Finally, assume that 1y # &, a! =$9 fl holds for some k 2 1. Then we have by the 
definition of @I cy 3 p, hence cy 3 p holds by the definition of ma,B. The 
choice of m implies LX 5 p, hence, 01+ #3 EPI holds completing the proof. 
Remark 32. Note that if G does not contain productions in (V - 2) x (V -2)~s 
C x (V -C), then the EOL system G1 constructed in the proof of Proposition 3J 
does not contain productions in (VI -2)~ (VI -T;)u CX (VI -Xj, VI = V w (&). 
Theorem 3.3, Tliere is no EOL system F = ( V, X, P, S) such that L(F) = 
(a”b”a”b”: nal}, Pn(V-Z)x(V-Z)=@, andPnXx(V-X)=0. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary. By Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.2 we maji 
assume that L(F) = (a”b”a “b”: M a 1; for a full-stretching EOL system F. Hence, for 
the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that the following assumptions 
, (aO), . . . , (as) concerning F = (V, 2, P, S) lead to a ccntradiction. 
(a0) F is reduced; 
(al) L(F)=(anbnanbn: n t l}, 
(a2) Pn(V-X)x(V+)+ 
(a3) PnXx(V-X)=$; 
(a4) Q! + p E P - ((S} X X) implies Q! $0, for all k 2 1; 
(a5) if a! &3 for some k alandcr#Sthena+3~P. 
Each EOL system generating L = {a nbna “b” : n t 1) must be looping. But (al ), 
(a2) imply that at most temrminal symbols of F can be looping. If d E C is looping, 
that means d + d, then d + d E P by (as). Therefore a E {a, b} since otherwise (a@ 
implies that there are x, x1, y, yl such that S 3 x’ dy 2x1 dyt d L E (a, b)? 
ence, we can assume without loss of generality that a is looping, i.e. a & a and 
therefore by (as), 
(a6) a + a E P. 
Then at the same time JY + b E P is impossible, for otherwise L(F) would be 
context-free. (as) implies that b 5 b is also impossibfe. We establish a somewhat 
stronger property: 
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(a7) Consider an arbitrary path in a derivation tree of F for d’b’h %” leading 
from the root labeled S to a leaf labeled 5. Then each node on that path ditierent 
from the leaf is not the single son of its father. 
&calf of @7). Assume that (a7) does not hold. Then there is a path from the root to 
a b-labeled leaf such that at least one node different from the leaf with label p is the 
single son of its father who may have label ar E V. Clearly, cy + p E P and hence 
P E C by (a% (a3 Q! = S and /3 E C is impossible, shnze L(F) does not contain words 
of length 1. We then state that p E {a, b}. For otherwise’ we can derive a terminal 
string not in L containing p by “stretching” the derivation S f cy 2 /3, using (a4), to 
the length of the height of the subtree with root LY and replacing this subtree by the 
tree with root Q! and a single leaf with label p. If p = a we can derive Q + a + a + 
. - l + a, using (a6), and therefore obtain a terminal string by replacing the subtree I . 
*with root cy by a tree with root cy and a single leaf with label a. But one easily checks 
that removing a substring containing at least one b from a “bna “6” and substituting 
a single a for the removed substring never yields a word in L. 
Finally suppose that /3 = b. If the subtree with root p has b as its single leaf then 
b $. b which has already been shown to be impossible. If the subtree with root 0 
hraL;j x E X’, x z b, as its frontier, then b 2 x holds. 
Using (a6) we obtain: 
abab 2 axax and a2b2a2b2 2 a’xxa’xx. 
But or-e easily shows that axax, a2x2a2x2 E L is impossible for x # 6. This 
completes the proof of (a7). 
(a8) For each naturai number m there is a natural number n such that in each 
CJerivat:on tree with frontier a”b”a”b” there occurs at least one subtree with at 
least w a-labeled leaves. 
raof of (rag). Let r denote the maximum length of a right hand side of a production 
in X? For given m choose n, such that 
F (log2 n, + I) > VI. 
Na w consider an F-desk ation tree with frontier (1 “mb”nr~~“l~~I~“1.~. Bv (a’7 ) t”i16.1~ 
ancestor node of a leaf iabeied 5 (exct, “rpt, possibly, the fat!Ier of a leaf) rnu%;t bc 
brxrching. Hence, the tree is of height G log? tz,, -k I. 
Consider the root labeled S wit ost leaf labeled fi: 
en genemti ultaneously at most i, . (log; f-l,,, -+ 1 .r 
$0 K. &k II et al! . 
roots of subtrees can be generated whose frontiers are contained in CL*. ‘If all these 
trees have less than m (u-labeled) leaves then at most 
m l r 9 (logs n, -t l)< k 
r* (log*n,+l) 
~r*(log~ilm+l)=n, 
a’s to the left of the leftmost b are generated-a contradiction. Therefore (a8) 
holds. 
Let ‘8 denote the class of all derivation trees of ..F with root cy E V and frontier 
contained in a*, i.e. corresponding to derivations Q 3 ai for some j 3 1 such that 
(1) and (2) hold: 
(1) On no path a symbol /3 E V - {a} occurs more tJaan once. 
(2) Each node with label a has a single son (with label a). 
Clearly, shzre is a natural number mo such that all trees in % have less than mo 
leaves, For this rno choose no according to (a8). Thus in each F-derivation tree for 
a*%n~a”‘obno there occurs at least one subtree with at least mo a-labeled leaves and 
which has no leaves with labels different from a. 
We restructure this subtree in the following WTY: 
Step 1. Run along every path frcm the root $0 a (a-labeled) leaf. As soon as the 
first node with label a is entered, if the node is, not a leaf, remove the subtree with 
root a and replace it by a tree of the same height with a single leaf labeled a 
(corresponding to a derivation a + a + . l l -i, u in F). 
If the number of leaves has not been decreased by performing step 1 then 
perform step 2: 
Step 2. Run along a path from a leaf (with label a) to the root. If there occurs a 
symbol p E V -{a} more than once, replace the higher subtree with root p by the 
lower one with root /3 and fit the height by introducing chains of a’s. This 
restructing is shown in Fig. 2. 
a . . . . . . . * a *..........a*.... a a a . . . a a a . . . ..**.a 
Fig. 2. 
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By performing step 2 as often as possible’ultimately a tree in the above specified 
class 517 is obtained. Thus we are in a position to exhibit a F-derivation tree for a 
terminal string akbnounObno with k G mo< no. This contradicts (al) and completes 
the proof of our theorem. II 
WG conclude this section by an application of Theorem 3.3 to EOL forms: 
Corollary 3.4. Each EOk form F=((S,a),(zj.P,,(S-,a),S) with Pn 
$C 3 5, a + S) = 8 is incomplete. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, (anbnanbn: n a l}CL’(F). q 
4. EO& forms without nonterminal chain productions 
Tn this section we consider EOL forms F = ((S, a}, {a}, P, S) where S + a, a -+ S E 
P but ,‘: + S& P. We start by recalling the main theorem of [l] 
Propasition 4.1. Every E-free EOL language L can 
synchronized, separated and chain -free EOL system. 
be genera ted by a propagating, 
Yote that the FOOL system constructed in [l] for the proof of Proposition 4.7 mny 
contain productions with long right-hand sides. But it is shown there that these 
productions can be eliminated without using nonterminal chain productions. In 
particular, the following examples of a complete 5OL form is given 
F7: S+a,S+aS,S+Sa,a+a,0--+a-+SS. 
When analysing the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [1] one observes that a pro- 
duction of the form a + a is used only in the !ast step of a derivation when a 
terminal str’ng is generated: Thus the constructed EOL system is “weakly” syn- 
chrcjnize:f in the sense that there may occur terminals also on higher levels in a 
derivatlc,n tree whose frontier is a ter,ninal string of the lariguage. But all these 
termi:lals al-e “pseudoterminals”. For none of them a production of the form a + ca 
is us:d. 
Summarizing as an immediate corollary of the proof of rope-sition 4 1 in [ 1 1 me’ 
obtains that the following FW form G with start symbol Z is complete: 
G: Z+b,Z’.Pbb 
Z+aS,Z+Sa 
S+a,S+aS,S+Sa,S+b 
a+S,a+SS 
f K. &dik I.. tt al. 
where blocking denotes a string containing at least one S. We frequently refer to 
this EQL form. 
Not& thiat L(G)B b? latid in each derivation tree with frontier in b* on each level 
between the root and the leaves there occurs at least one a and at least one S. 
To show that an EOL form F E= ({S, a}, {a), P, S) with S -* a, a + a E P is complete 
we use the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. An EOL form F = ({S, a), (a}, P, S) with S + a, a -) a E P is complete if 
conditions (44~3) are met: 
(cl) S&l, SA.., s&Vzs, s&&l. 
ntF nt F nt F nt F 
(~2) There is a natural number k and there are k-step derivations in F 
+a, S+S, S+Sa, a+, a +SS, 
such that each combination of two of these k-step derivatioq one of which starts with 
a and the other with S, generates at least one nonterminal symbol at each intermediate 
step. 
(~3) F all6 3s IL blocking” of terminals, i.e. there is a derivation 
aTxlTx2Tx3... such that all xi (i 3 1) contain at least one S. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the: proof of Proposition 1.1 arld follows along the 
lines of [2, ‘timma 3.31. We merely sketch the proof. Clearly, it suffices to show 
that 9(G) c_ .9(F) where G is the complete EGL form stated above. 
In order to show 9(G) c 5!?(F) assume that G’ Q Gb), G’ == (V’, C’, P’, S’). The 
words of lengths ~2 in L(G’) can be derived by substituting pairwise different and 
nowhere else occurring symbols into the F derivations S =$+ a, S 3 aa which 
are available by (cl). 
Each derivation of a terminal word n’ with length greater than 2 in L(G’) comes 
(via F) from #a G-derivation as shown opposite where each wi contains at least one 
occurrence of S and one occurrence of a and each xi, i 2 1, contains at least one 
nonterminal (blocking-symbol). Furthermore, the productions of G used to generate 
w1, l * a, wk, x$are in {S+a, S+aS, S+Sa, S-+,b, a 4, a+SS, a+b). wt can be 
generated by suitably substituting pairwise difierent and nowhere else occurring 
symbolis, into the F-derivations S =$ as, and S +Sa, respectively. (The nt- 
conditicln assures that no adc%ional terminal words are generated.) Then each 
derivatbc )n step of G’ generating w i, . . . , w;, x’ can be simulated by a k-step 
&rivaticln in a suitably chosen interpretation F’ of F which is obtained by substitut- 
propriate symbols into the k-step F-derivations of (~2). 0ur assumptions 
OFI two-symbol complete EilL forms 
G'-derivation 
Corresponding 
G-derivation 
IaS,Sal 
assure that this can be done in such a way that no terminal words are generated LO. 
intermediate steps. Finally, all terminals occurring in x’ can be “blocked” by an 
appropriate i&qxetatio~ of the F-derivation of condition (~3). EI 
Note that each k step derivation beginning with a string s which contains both S 
and CI yields a string y or’ tne same kind if the F-derivations established in (~2) ale 
used. 
Beteness of F8. Then the completeness of F9 follows b>, 
symmetry. Clearly, con ion (cl) of a 4.2 i5 ret for F8. ‘e show that 
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condition (~2) holds fo,. k = 5: In all 5-step F&derivations listed below occurrences 
of nonterminals S can be found such that occurrences of terminals and nonter- 
minals always alternate when descending from level to level. Thus it should be clear 
that each pair of the following $&step F&derivations, where one derivation begins 
with a and the other one with S, generates at least one S at each intermediate step. 
S 
I 
a 
I 
I 
S 
I 
a 
I 
S 
I 
a 
5 
S ===baS 
S 
/\ 
a S 
I I 
S a 
9 I I S 
I 
S 
I 
a 
I I 
a S 
s 
/\ a S 
I I I 
S a 
I I 
a 
‘T I 
a S 
I 
S 
I 
a 
5 
a-S 
a 
I 
S 
I 
a 
I 
7 
I 
a 
I 
E 
5 
. a-zs$SG 
a 
I 
S 
/\ 
a S 
I I 
s a 
a a 
I I 
s S 
(~3) is obvious for F8 Cl 
Note that EOL forms F8 and F9 are minimal That means, none of their 
productions can be omitted without obtaining an incomplete E3L form. 
Our next aim is to show that the EQL form S + Q, S + SS, a + JZ, a + S is 
complete. For this purpose we need the following two homomorphisms tel and ,J22 
defined on an arbitrary alphabet V by 
hl(a)=al; a E V. 
hz(a)=ag p E V. 
Using hl, h2 we define the sets d#), &(P) of 1-mn; “. 2’- (respectively 2-marked-) 
copies of productions in P as ~0110~s: 
di(p)={hi(e)+ hi(x): Q! +X E P), i = 1,~. 
conditions (c S)-(c 3’) are met: 
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( 1) cl 
S:$a’, 1Gii3, 
S ==$2 aSS, S ==$3 SaS, S + SSa, 
S ~.=$$$i aSSS, S L ---+ SaSS, S 3 SSaS, S A SSSa. 
nt F nt F 
(~2’) There is a natural nlrmber k and there are k-step derivations using only 
i-marked copies of productions in P. 
Si & ai, 
f 
Si 3 dL 
f 
S, +($ SiQi, 
I 
ai 5 Si, 
I 
ai+SiSi, fori= 1,2, 
f 
such %at for all x, y E (Sl, &, al, a#’ where x contains at least S1, &, al or al, a2, S1 
the following holds : 
If *-*x+x2** l l + xk-: =9 y by using these k-step derivations then each Xi, 
1 =G i < k - 1, contains at least one nonterminal S1 or S2. 
(~3’) Fallows blocking tif terminals (i.e. condition (~3) of Lemma 4.2 holds). 
bvof. We consider an auxiliary EOL form 
Gl = ((Z, S1, S2, al, a?), (al, a?, b). PL Z) 
where P1 cor,:zins the following productions: 
Z +a’, l<ii3 , 
2~alSlS2ISlalS2lS~S2al, 
Z + a&&S1 1 &a&S, 1 S&a 
Si + ai [ Siai 1 LZiSl 
Ui + Si 1 SiS, i= 1,2, 
tSi + b, a, --\r b 
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Clearly, the words of lengths at most 3 contained in L(G’) can be generated ir 
one step by choosing appropriate productions in p l(Z =+ a i ), i s 3. Let us consider z+. 
word x E LgG’) of length greater than 3. Observe that x can be generated in G’ only 
by a derivation of the following form: 
x2 E @({ass, SaS, SSa, aSSS, Sass, SSaS, SSSa)l. 
The productions used to generate x3,. . . , xm are contained in P’ A p ({S -+ a ISa IaS, 
I a + S!SS}). The terminal string x is derived from x, b:;’ using productious in 
P’l? &a 1) b, S + b}). Intuitively, it should be clear t&at we can attach subscripts 1 
and 2 in an appropriate way to all sylmbols occurring in ~2, d . . , xm, such that woks 
x&-,x& result and Z[=%&+x$+- l l =3 XL+ x may be considered as a 
derivation in an appropriate Gl’ 4 Gl. 
More precisely, let Y denote the set of all strings j with 
S’ + y, 1 y 1 f (2,3), y E p ((ass, SaS, SSa, aSSS. Sass, SSaS, SSSa)). 
Let Yi,2 denote the set of all strings which are obtained from the strings in Y by 
attaching one of the subscripts 1 or 2 to each symbol in the following way: If AT 
denotes the homomorphism which maps each nonterminal Ai (each terminal cyI) 
with subscript i E (1,2} onto Si (respectively ai), then 
Now Gl’ can be defined as follows: 
u{h&++ hi(x), hz(n)+ h*(x)Ict +x E I” 
np,((S+a ISa iaS, a -+SISS})) 
dW+P,W-+PI CY -* ,g E P’ n p ((Q -+ b, S + b})] 
v (p + blocking 1 p’ + blocking c: P’). 
Obviously, Gl’ 4 Gl and L(G’)= L(G 1’). Observe hat the application of pro- 
ductions Si + ai 1 &ai 1 ai& ai + Si I S&i, i - i, 2, to a string which contains Sf , S2, a 1 
or al, a2, S1 always yields a string of the same kind. Hence, condition (c2’) implies 
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that the “essential” productions of Gl to derive long words can be simulated by 
k-step nt-derivations in F. By arguing as in the proof of [2, Lemma 3.31 we obiaic 
Z(G 1) c 2(F) from (cl’)--(~3’). 
Thus the completeness of G implies thie completeness of G I and the camp :,be- 
ness of Gl the completeness of F as desired. Cl 
Theorem 4.5. The EOL form FlO = ({S, a), (a), {S + a, § + SS, a + a, a + S], S) is 
complete. 
Proof. Clearly, condition (~3’) of Lemma 4.4 is met. The following F-derivations 
show that (cl’) holds: 
S 
/\ 
S i’l /\ 
a s s 
s 
/\ 
5’ S 
I I 
a ITi 
I I 
cl 5 
\ 
s 
I 
a 
t 
S 
A 
s s 
We show that (22’) holds for k = 9 (see p. 20). 
It Fs ted;dus but straightforward to check that eacn three simultaneous deriva- 
tions 5+kih%ng with S1, S2, al or al, a2, S2 have the property that in each inter- 
med;:atc, derivation step at !r^:,~f nne of the three derivations generates a nonter- 
minall. T’hat proves (~2’) and completes the proof of 0~1’ theorem. cl 
The fallowing theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
.6. An EOE fo rm F =c ({S, a}, \a}, P, Sj with S -+ LX. R -+ CI, CI -+ S t- P, hilt 
S + S & P is complete iff P n {S + Sa, S + as, S -1 C.C) f $B. 
oo’E,. The “if” part follows from Theorem 4.3 an 4.5. If 05 ihe tit 
nd Pn{S+Sa, S+aS, I= en there is 120 ~t-de~~~~~~~~~~ In F for n’. 
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9 
Si===>ai 
$1 
I 
a1 
I 
s1 
I 
7 
S 
I' 
al 
I 
S, 
I 
al 
I 
sl 
I 
al 
s2 
I 
a2 
I 
s2 
I 
a2 
I 
s2 
I 
a2 
I 
a2 
I 
S 
-2 
I 
a2 
i 
' a2 
S.A,aS 1 i i 
sl 
I 
=1 
I 
7 
4 
I 
al 
I 
/ 
s1 
sl 
‘1 
I 
sl 
I 
al 
I 
al 
I 
s1 
1 
71 
al $1 
s2 
sz/ \s 
I I2 
a2 
I 
a2 
I 
72 72 
s2 
I 
"2 
I' 
"2 
I 
s2 
I 
72 a2 
I 
T2 s2 I 
s2 
I Y2 
a2 s2 
'i 
-24 S a 
i i 
s1 
I 
a, 
I 
J 
sl 
I 
al I 
al 
I 
9, 
sl 
I 
sl 
I 
al 
I 
al 
I 
al 
I 
sl 
s1 
I 
aI 
t,/S2\s2 
I I 
a2 
Q 
a2 
I 
I2 T2 
i3 
I2 s2 .Y I a . . 
I 
L a2 
I 
i3 
l2 s2 
I 
s2 
I 
a2 
I 
a2 
I 
s2 
s2 
I 
a2 
ai 
LL, s, 
al I 
s1 
) 
al 
I 
s1 
I 
al 
I 
sl I 
al 
I 
sl 
I 
7’ 
sl 
a2 
I 
s2 
I 
a2 
I 
a2 
I 
s2 I 
a2 
I 
a2 
I 
s2 
I 
a2 I 
s2 
al I 
sl 
/\ 
s1 
I 
sl 
I 
al 
I 
al I 
al 
I 
al I 
% s1 
"2 I 
s2 
s2/ 's 
I I' 
a2 
I 
a2 I 
s2 
I Y2 
a2 I s2 
s2 
I 
I 
a2 I 
a2 I s2 
a2 I a2 I 
s2 s2 
This implies that each infinite language in Z’(F) must contain words of leng%h 1 or 
2. Hence, F is incomplete. 0 
* 
We are trot able to give a cor;lplete answer to the question what happens when 
the set P oi productions of al: EOL form ccinsains S + a, a -b S but none of S + 
S9 a + a, 0ur next theorems merely exhibit several examples of complete and 
incomplete EOL forms or” this type. 
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Theorem 4.X The EOL forms Fl l-F13 with productions listed below are complete 
F11: §-+a, S+Sa, S+aS, S-+aa, a -4, a+aa, 
F12: S+a, S+Sa, S+aa, a 4, a-,Sa, a+aa, 
F13: S+a,S+aS,S+aa,a+S,a+aS,a+aa. 
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that the EOL form G2 = ((2, S, a, b}, {a, b}, F, 
2) is complete where P contains the following productions 
Z+b,Z+bb, Z+aS, Z+Sa 
S + a, S + as., S + Sa, 
a+S,a+SS, 
S+b,S+bb, 
a + bb, b + blocking. 
The completeness of G2 can be proved by ?he following observations: 
Each r-free EOL language L can be split into the sets 
Clearly, L, and L, are again EOL languages. Let get be the gsm-mapping which 
maps each two consecutive symbols cy, @ into (ar, p). Let g, be the gsm-mapping 
which maps the leading three. symbols CY, 6, y of each word into (ar, p, y) and 
behaves o+herwise like g,. Since EOL languages are closed under gsm-mappings 
g&J and g,(L,) are again EOL languages. Hes -e there are short propagating EOL 
systems without chain productions G, and C, such that L(G,j -- g&J, &(&,j - 
&L)~ 
Essentially, G, and G, are interpretations of the (complete) EOL form G. But we 
need one j~ther property of the derivation ti .xs of G, and G, which can im- 
mediaeelj be read off the proof of [l, Theorem 2.5): Terminal words can be 
produced only in an odd number of steps and the last two derivation steps befort a 
termin A is produced are related to one of the following derivation; in the EOL form 
G: 
a s 
I I 
S a 
Instead of producing o 
g&C,) or g,(L,) by 1x-o 
sed” terminal (a, p) o 
we can as we uce two or three 
(original) terminal symbols in the last two derivation steps. Then the last two 
derivation steps become related to the following derivations in (52: 
a 
i\ i /\ 
/\ i\ i /“\ i\ i 
b b b' b b b b b b b 
That means, L, and L, can be generated by using only productions of the form 
G2. It is easy to see that then L = L, CI L, u L1 also lean be generated by an 
interpretation of G2. Hence G2 is complete. 
Once the completenaaa of G2 has been proved the completeness of Fl l-I71 3 
can be established in the same way as the completeness of F8 and F9 has bc en 
derived from the completeness of G. Essentially, it suffices to show that for exh 
, J E (11,12,13} there is a natural num&er k such that 
s 
S ==$a, +=&==&a& S ==$ Sa, 
‘ 
i t 
, 
a===+, .a=&=MS 
Vi i 
i d 
For i = 11 choose k = 3 and the following derivations: 
0 
. 
3 3 3 
This proves the completeness of
similarly. &I 
S TSa a 
11 
F > S 
11 
a TSS 
11 
/T 
a a 
/\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i i i /‘\ 
i I, i 
S a I S 
Fll. The completeness of F12, F13 follows 
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Theorem 4.8. The EOL forms FM-F 17 with the following productions ape in - 
complete : 
FM: S+a, a+S, S-t&z, S+aS, a+SS, a+aa, 
FE S-,a, a4, S+Sa, a-*Sa, a+SS, a+aa, 
I 
F16:.S-,a,a-*S,a-;JS,S-*aSta-,SS,a-*aa, 
FIT: S+a,a-,S,a+aS,a+Sa,a+SS,a+aa. 
Proof. In each case the hypothesis immediately follows from, the fact that there 1s 
no N-derivation for a2 or a3. Cl 
Fig. 3 surnlnarkes thn ““S 1 ISY 1W u ts of this pqper. In most cases the question whether a 
given EOL form F = ({S, a}, (a}, P, S) with short productions is complete can be 
answered by running through the flowchart of Fig. 3 in accordance with the 
productions contained in P. 
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